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Summary: In this ar cle the results from survey 
of dynamics of the foodstuff s and non-foodstuff s 
price index in Bulgaria are presented. There are 
two major aims – to detect the various  pes of 
waves and to make comparison of the phase shi  
of Kondra ev waves one to another. Also compar-
isons of the phase shi  of the na onal long waves 
both to the long waves of world economy and 
to the period of the “socialist” state capitalism 
are made. Own modifi ca on of Bayesian spectrum 
analysis is used to detect the waves. The main ob-
tained results are: a) the presence of long waves 
of the price index of foodstuff s and non-foodstuff s 
is undoubted; b) there are also three kinds of 
waves: 30-40 years Menshikov waves; 20 years 
Simon Kuznets building waves and middle waves; 
c) there are not presented short waves; d) the 
fourth wave of world economy and the long wave 
of the price index of foodstuff s and non-foodstuff s 
are iden cal both by period and by phase; e) the 
long wave of the price index of foodstuff s and 
non-foodstuff s is iden cal also with the period of 
“socialist” state capitalism in Bulgaria.
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1. History and purpose of the study

T
he present ar cle introduces the results 
of the fourth part of the study on 
the cyclical pa ern of the economic 

development of Bulgaria in the 20 th century. 
In the fi rst and second part, we have explored 
physical indicators. We also explored the cyclical 
pa ern of coal and copper ore extrac on per 
capita. In the third part, we started the study of 
value indicators. In this part, we considered the 
price of labour dynamics or, more precisely, the 
dynamics of unskilled labour wage. Interes ng 
results came as an outcome of the three 
studies – some of them rather strange at fi rst 
glance. For example, it was found that middle 
waves related to the industrial capital cycle in 
the second half of the century had an amplitude 
twice as high as in the fi rst half1. This enters 
into contradic on with the offi  cial thesis that 
a socie  absolutely diff erent from capitalism 
was created a er 09.09.1944 in Bulgaria. On 
the contrary, it is a clear confi rma on of the 
theory that the 9 th September Revolu on was 
bourgeois in its character and that it gave a 
strong impulse to the advance of the capitalist 
way of produc on in Bulgaria. Another 
interes ng result is the fact that short waves 
with dura on of about 20 years (the so called 
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Simon Kuznetz “building cycles”) and the waves 
of S.M.Menshikov with the dura on of 30-40 
years have been discovered2, in addi on to 
middle waves.

In the present ar cle, we introduce the results 
of the study of food and non-food commodi es 
retail prices dynamics. This study was much more 
diffi  cult than the previous ones as gathering 
empirical informa on and building a dynamic 
row turned out to be rather complicated. It 
was necessary to link several diff erent segments 
of the dynamic row by obtaining the value of 
indicators for years shared by neighbouring 
segments. In addi on, as there was a long six 
years interrup on, a necessary improvement of 
the so ware of primary informa on processing 
was performed. But the results were worth the 
eff orts.

The purpose of the study is, in addi on to 
exploring diff erent kinds of waves, also making 
a comparison of phases with respect to long 
waves of world economy and with respect to 
the period of state capitalism. This was done by 
comparing the dynamic rows of food and non-
food commodi  prices with the ones of unskilled 
labour wage and of coal produc on per capita. 
The indicator of copper ore extrac on per capita 
is not used as the dynamic row is too short and 
it is doubtful whether there is a long wave or a 
trend3.

2. Work hypothesis

T
he work hypothesis is presented in the fi rst 
part of the study – the period of state 

capitalism in Bulgaria (from the end of the 1940s 
to the end of the 1990s) is characterized by one 
of the long Kondra ev waves.

Previous studies have demonstrated that during 
this period of the economic development of 
Bulgaria, other market trend fl uctua ons can 
be discovered in addi on to long waves. This 
is another confi rma on that the proposed 
theory of state capitalism is correct (the theory 
that the so called “socialism” is a  pe of state 
capitalism).4 It is logical to suppose that we can 
also expect to fi nd the other  pes of waves 
also in this dynamic row. 

It is also logical to suppose that this  pe 
of waves can be also found in the previous 
period, i.e. back at the beginning of the 
century, as during this period Bulgaria was an 
“open economy”. 

Nevertheless, despite the fact that during this 
period the non-monetary economy was prevailing 
in our country, the capitalist way of produc on 
was fast in its expansion.

3. Method

B
ayesian Spectrum Analysis proposed by 
Bre horst5 was used to discover cycles 

in the present study. The content of the 
modifi ca on is explained below and the 

2 See Menshikov, S., L. Klimenko. Long waves in the economy. ” Interna onal rela ons”, Moscow, 1989, p. 122.
3 See Najdenov, G., K. Haralampiev. Ibid.
4 See Najdenov, G. What is going on?. VIKOM-KOS, Sofi a, 1991; Najdenov, G. The hundred years paradigm. Sociological 
Ins tute – BAN, Sofi a, 2003.
5 The full descrip on of the method is included in the book Bre horst, L. Bayesian Spectrum Analysis and Parameter 
Es ma on. In: Lecture Notes in Sta s cs, 48, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1988. Some important addi onal technical 
details are given in the ar cle: Bre horst, L. An Introduc on to Parameter Es ma on Using Bayesian Probabili  Theory. 
In Maximum Entropy and Bayesian Methods, P. Fougere (ed.), Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, the Netherlands, 
1990. The two texts are available in the Internet at the address h p://bayes.wustl.edu/glb/bib.html
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Bayesian Methods, P. Fougere (ed.), Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, the Netherlands, 1990, p. 5-7.
7 Ibid. p. 5.

similari es and diff erences are outlined, 
where necessary, in parallel with the original 
Bre horst proposal.

A harmonic model of the following  pe is used 
to describe of the cycle:

f(ti) = a.cos         + b.sin
2πti

T
2πti

T
 (1),

Where ti is the  me and T is is the period of 
the cycle.

There are three unknown parameters in this 
model – the coeffi  cients a and b and the period 
T. Their a posteriori probabili  is determined 
using Bayes theorem:

P(a,b,T│D,I) = 
P(D│a,b,T,I) . P(a,b,T│I)

P(D│I)
 (2),

Where:
D is the data;
I is the a priori informa on.
P(D│a,b,T,I) is called  sample probabili , 
sample distribu on or plausibili ;
P(a,b,T│I) – a priori probabili ;
P(D│I) – full probabili .

To calculate the a posteriori probabili , it is 
necessary to determine the plausibili , the a 
priori probabili , and the full probabili .

The determina on of plausibili  and a priori 
probabili  is performed by the maximum entropy 
method.

To determine the plausibili , fi rst the residuals 
(noise) are expressed:

εi = yi – f(ti)  (3),

Where yi are the factual values of the dynamic 
row.

These residuals must have zero as average 
value and some variance σ. The maximum 
entropy distribu on sa sfying these limita on 
requirements is the normal distribu on6:

P(D│a,b,T,σ,I) = е

n

i=1
1

(σ√2̄π)n

∑ (yi –                                      )2

2σ 2

a.cos         – b.sin
2πti

T
2πti

T
–

 
(4),

where n is the number of observa ons.

As the noise is unknown, a new unknown 
parameter σ, which must be added in both the 
a priori and the a posteriori probabili , appears 
in formula (4).

To determine the a priori probabili , the 
assump on is accepted that the coeffi  cients a 
and b, the cycle period, and the variance are 
independent. Therefore:

P(a,b,T,σ│I) = P(a│I).P(b│I).P(T│I).P(σ│I)  (5)

According to the maximum entropy method, 
when we do not have any a priori informa on 
about the unknown parameters, their a priori 
probabili  is a constant7. Therefore:

P(a,b,T,σ│I) = const  (6)

The full probabili  is obtained through 
marginaliza on. As full probabili  plays the 
role of the so called normalizing constant, its 
calcula on is necessary only when it is important 
to have the exact value of the a posteriori 
probabili . Because the exact value of the 
a posteriori probabili  is not necessary for 
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further explana on, full probabili  will not be 
calculated, and only the fact that it is a constant 
will be used.

A er the plausibili  is determined and it 
is established that the a priori and the full 
probabili es are constant, it follows that the a 
posteriori probabili  is propor onal to8:

P(a,b,T,σ│D,I) ∞ е
1
σn

n

i=1
∑ (yi –                                      )2

2σ2

a.cos         – b.sin
2πti

T
2πti

T
–

 
(7)

To iden fy the cycle, Bre horst proposes to 
successively eliminate coeffi  cients a and b, and 
the variance σ from formula (7) integra ng in 
the domain of their allowed values. Another 
alterna ve is used in the study: fi nding the 
highest possible combina on of values of the 
known parameters. The two approaches are 
analogical and ul mately produce the same fi nal 
results.

To fi nd the most probable combina on of the 
values of unknown parameters, the fi rst par al 
quo ents of formula (7) are set to zero:

∂P(a,b,T,σ│D,I)

∂P(a,b,T,σ│D,I)

∂P(a,b,T,σ│D,I)

∂P(a,b,T,σ│D,I)

∂a

∂b

∂T

∂σ

= 0

= 0

= 0

= 0
 

(8)

For easier explana on, Bre horst symbols will 
be used9:

n

i=1
R = ∑ yi cos

2πti

T
n

i=1
I = ∑ yi sin

2πti

T
n

i=1
c = ∑ cos2

2πti

T
n

i=1
s = ∑ sin2

2πti

T

Some new symbols are also introduced:

n

i=1
m = ∑ sin         cos

2πti

T
2πti

T
n

i=1
Rt = ∑ yit.cos

2πti

T
n

i=1
It = ∑ yit.sin

2πti

T
n

i=1
ct = ∑ t.cos2

2πti

T
n

i=1
st = ∑ t.sin2

2πti

T
n

i=1
mt = ∑ t.sin         cos

2πti

T
2πti

T

A er some transforma ons, the system (8) 
becomes:

a.c + b.m = R

a.m + b.s = I

a2mt + a.b.st + b.Rt = b2mt + a.b.ct + a.It

σ2 =      ∑ (yi – a.cos        – b.sin        )2
n

i=1

2πti

T
2πti

T
1
n  

(9)

This system has some specifi c characteris cs.

First, the fi rst formulas do not depend on the 
variance.
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10 Ibid. p. 16.
11 Moreover, it is diffi  cult to assert if it is possible in principle to solve it or not.
12 Only integer values of T are used because in each specifi c study the  me is a discrete value.
13 In prac ce, a specifi c numerical value has to be assigned to infi ni . The used so ware works with a longest period 
T=10 000.
14 See Bre horst, L. Bayesian Spectrum Analysis and Parameter Es ma on. In: Lecture Notes in Sta s cs, 48, Springer-
Verlag, New York, 1988, p. 65-67.

Second, Bre horst uses Jeff rey’s a priori 
probabili 10 for the variance:

P(σ│I) =
1
σ

 (10),

while constant a priori probabili  is used in our 
study. The only diff erence is that when using 
Jeff rey’s a priori probabili , the last formula in 
the system (9) is the following:

n

i=1
σ 2

J =          ∑ (yi – a.cos         – b.sin        )2
2πti

T
1

n + 1
2πti

T  
(11)

This means the solu on proposed in the 
study results in higher variance and is more 
conserva ve in this sense. On the other hand, 
it follows from the fi rst specifi c characteris c 
that no ma er what is the choice of P(σ│I), it 
does not infl uence the fi rst three formulas in the 
system, i.е. the values of a, b and T.

Third, a and b can be expressed only by the fi rst 
two formulas:

a =
R.s – I.m
c.s – m2

 (12)

b =
I.s – R.m
c.s – m2

 (13)

Fourth, if the results of formulas (12) and (13) 
are subs tuted in the fourth formula of the 
system, a formula will be obtained for the direct 
calcula on of the variance:

n

i=1
σ 2 =     (∑ yi

2 –                                  )
1
n

R2.s – 2.I.R.m + I2.c
c.s – m2  (14)

An addi onal simplifi ca on is possible if formulas 
(12) and (13) are applied in reverse:

n

i=1
σ 2 =     (∑ yi

2 – a.R – b.I)
1
n  (15)

Fi h, if the results of formulas (12) and (13) are 
subs tuted in the third formula of the system, 
the obtained formula will be only with respect 
to T. Unfortunately, its solu on is beyond out 
capaci 11. An indirect approach to the solu on 
of the problem is proposed, therefore. It consists 
in the following:

a) For each integer12 value of T from 2 to ∞13, 
the values of a, b and σ  are calculated. The 
obtained values are subs tuted in formula (7). 
Then, the obtained a posteriori probabili es 
are equalized and the value T, corresponding 
to the highest a posteriori probabili , is 
searched.
b) The described succession is used to iden fy 
the most probable cycle and the ini al dynamic 
row. If there is another cycle, it is searched in 
the residuals, calculated by formula (3). The 
third cycle is searched in the residuals of the 
residuals, etc. The procedure can con nue to 
infi ni . Therefore, there must be a criterion 
for stopping the repe  ons. Such a criterion 
is proposed by Bre horst: ”We can plot 
the es mated variance as a func on of the 
degree of expansion order, (by expansion 
order we mean the total number of models 
func ons). … The total number of “useful” 
model func ons is determined by the loca on 
of the break in the curve.”14 This means the 
procedure stops when reaching the period at 
which the variance is stabilized and its graphic, 
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a erwards, becomes an almost straight line. 
As a result, the dynamic row is described as a 
sum of k harmonic models:

k

j=1
f(ti ) = ∑ (aj .cos         + bj .sin        )

2πti

Tj

2πti

Tj

 (16)

Here, a significant difference between the 
proposed modification and the original 
Bretthorst method can be noticed – he uses 
the described method of searching cycles 
only in sta onary dynamic rows. When the 
row is not stationary, however, Bre horst 
uses a mixed model, in which the trend is 
described by a polynomial, and the cycles – 
by harmonic models15. Furthermore, the 
evaluation of the trend is done simultaneously 
with the evaluation of cycles instead of the 
usual practice of first evaluating the trend, 
and then removing it and looking for cycles 
in the obtained residuals. According to him, 
”Normally, this is a bad thing to do, because 
the trend and the signal of interest are not 
orthogonal.”16 Nevertheless, Brethorst has 
no objections against using the analogical 
approach when a trend is missing: ”We can do 
this here because the orthogonality properties 
of multiple harmonic model functions ensure 
that the error is small. But, we stress, it is 
only the special properties of the sine and 
cosine functions that make this possible.”17 
Thus, according to Bretthorst, the procedure 
described above can be applied only in the 
case of a missing trend, because the harmonic 
models are mutually orthogonal, but not in 
the case when a trend is present, because 
the polynomial and the harmonic model are 
not.

Other than using a polynomial, the trend 
can be described also by harmonic models. 

This is illustrated in Figure 1 of the appendixes. 
In practice, the segments A and C of the 
harmonic model make a sufficiently good 
approximation of a first order polynomial and 
the segments B and D – of a second order 
polynomial. In addition, the harmonic model 
in the total ABCD segment is a sufficiently 
good approximation of a third order 
polynomial. Thus, formula (16) describes the 
dynamic row as a whole, where some of 
the harmonic models describe the trend and 
others describe the cycles.

A problem arises in rela on to defi ning the 
fron er between the two components of 
dynamics, i.e. if a harmonic model with a 
certain period is found out, then how to 
determine whether it describes a cycle or 
a trend. It is not possible to answer this 
ques on unambiguously, but the following 
prac cal recommenda ons should be taken 
into account: 

a) if the discovered cycle has a period that 
is much longer than the length of the row, 
this means the harmonic model most probably 
describes a linear trend;
b) if the discovered cycle has a period that is 
twice as long as the length of the row, this 
means the harmonic model most probably 
describes a trend in the form of a second 
order polynomial;
c) if the discovered cycle has a period that is 
approximately equal to the length of the row, 
this means the  harmonic model most probably 
describes a trend in the form of a third order 
polynomial;
d) if the discovered cycle has a period that is 
about two thirds of the length of the row or 
lower, this means the  harmonic model most 
probably describes a real cycle.
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It is obvious that the procedure of descrip on 
of the dynamic row has several steps. At each 
step, a new harmonic model is generated. 
Harmonic models with periods longer than 
the length of the row describe the trend. 
Harmonic models with periods shorter than 
two thirds of the length of the row describe 
cycles. The procedure stops when the variance 
of residuals is stabilized.

The fi nal result of the applica on of this 
procedure is the model described by formula 
(16). Its coeffi  cients aj and bj do not have 
meaningful interpreta on, but the model can 
be presented as follows:

k

j=1
f(ti ) = ∑ Aj .sin(        + φj)

2πti

Tj
 (17),

Where:
Aj represents the amplitudes;
φj – the phases of the  harmonic models:

Aj = √ ā2
j + b2

j  (18)

φj =
arctg      ; bj > 0

arctg      + π ; bj < 0

aj

bj
aj

bj

 ⎧
⎨
 ⎩

 (19)

The amplitude shows the maximum devia on ”in 
plus” and ”in minus”, and using the phase, it 
is possible to determine the beginning of the 
harmonic model and its distance with respect 
to the beginning of the dynamic row. This is 
achieved in the following way:

sin(        + φj) = sin(        + φj + 2qπ) = sin
2πti

Tj

2πti

Tj Tj

2π [ t – ( –        – q.Tj)]
φjTj

2π
 (20)

where q is a random integer. Therefore:

t0 =  –         – q.Tj

φjTj

2π  (21)

To fi nd the beginning of the harmonic model, q 
must be chosen in such a way that the obtained 
result has the lowest absolute value.

4. Data

The following data are available:

а) The extrac on of coal for the period 1896 – 
1997. Informa on is missing for 1946 and 1947;
b) Base indexes of unskilled labour wage (base 
1895=100 %) for the period 1896 – 1946;
c) Average yearly wage of workers in 
manufacturing for the period 1948 – 1996. 
A er 1996, a new nomenclature of professions 
is introduced. Industrial branches, in which 
wage and salaries are accounted, coincide. The 
monetary reform in the period 1948 – 1952 is 
also taken into account.
d) Actual working days per worker in 
manufacturing for the period 1961 – 1991.
e) Base indexes of the food and non-food prices 
(base – 1898=100 %) for the period 1899 – 
1989. Informa on for the periods 1946 – 1951, 
1958, 1959 and 1971 is missing. Monetary 
reform in the period 1948 – 1952 is also taken 
into account in the choice and calcula on of 
the base.

The beginning of the dynamic rows of coal 
extrac on and the unskilled labour wage 
indexes, which are earliest in  me, have been 
chosen as a start of the studied period (1896). 
The year 1989 was chosen as an end of the 
period, because a radically new stage of the 
economic development of Bulgaria starts 
a erwards. The following dynamic rows are 
available as a result:

the extrac on of coal per capita (94 years • 
period, number of observa ons – 92);
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19 See Najdenov, G., K. Haralampiev. State capitalism in Bulgaria and Kondra ev long waves – third part (unskilled labour 
wages). Sociological problems, to be published.

the unskilled labour wage (94 years period, • 
number of observa ons – 92);

food and non-food price indexes (91 years pe-• 
riod – 1899 – 1989, number of observa ons  – 82).

The extrac on of coal per capita18 and the 
unskilled labour wage indexes19 have been 
already explored by previous studies. There are 
two divergences, however. First, the explored 
period in the fi rst study is 1986 – 1997. Second, 
we have interpolated the missing values. This 
interpola on, however, is a requirement of 
the so ware, not of the method. The newer 
so ware version allows working with missing 
values.

These two diff erences result in diff erent results 
and here, for this reason, in addi on to the 
analysis of food and non-food price indexes, the 
new results of the study of the extrac on of 
coal per capita (Table 2), as well as the unskilled 
labour wage (Table 3), are included without 
detailed comments.

5. Results

T
he procedure described above was repeated 
20  mes for the dynamic row of food 

and non-food price indexes. The dispersion of 
residuals as a percentage of total dispersion is 
presented in Figure 2. The dispersion becomes 
stable and its graphics represents almost a 
straight line a er a 25-year period. The obtained 
harmonic models are presented in Table 1. The 
graphic of the model is presented in Figure 3. In 
accordance with the prac cal recommenda ons 
for dis nguishing the trend from the cycles, it is 
assumed that harmonic models with periods less 
than 61 years describe real cycles (Figure 4).

6. Analysis of the results

6.1. Without any doubt, a long cycle of economic 
trends is present in the food and non-food 
prices. Its length is 45 years and its amplitude 
is large. There are two full cycles completed in 
the studied period. During the phase of the 
“socialist” state capitalism, the lowest point of 
the cycle was in the mid-‘70s, and its highest 
point – in the mid-50s.

6.2. Three addi onal  pes of waves besides long 
waves have been iden fi ed in the development 
of food and non-food prices.

6.2.1. The waves of S. M. Menshikov with 30-40 
years dura on related to transi on to intensive 
 pe of investments – in this case, the wave 
length is 29 years.

6.2.2. Simon Kuznetz building cycles with 20 years 
length, related to the change of genera ons – in 
this case, the wave length is 21 years;

6.2.3. Waves of average length, related to the 
cycle of industrial capital – in this case, the wave 
length is 13 years

6.3. It is interes ng that short waves related 
to trade capital cycle are missing. Taking into 
account that such waves are missing also in the 
extrac on of coal per capita, as well as in the 
unskilled labour wage, it is appropriate to ask 
the ques on whether it is due to the fact that 
in the fi rst half of the century a signifi cant part 
of the economy was non-monetary or within the 
limits of simple commodi  produc on, while in 
the second half the combined capitalist – the 
par -state apparatus – had a monopolis c 
posi on on the market. Alterna vely, the 
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21 For more details on the struggle of hired labour under the condi ons of state capitalism see Najdenov, G. The hundred 
years paradigm. Sociological Ins tute – BAN, Sofi a, 2003, pp. 102-111.
22 See Kondra ev, Н. Long supercycles. In: ”Problems of economic dynamics”, Economy, Moscow, 1989, pp. 203-205.

row might be too long and as two qualita vely 
diff erent periods are part of it, this could result 
in mutual cancella on of short cycles. Moreover, 
in a previous study20, the extrac on of coal 
per capita was analyzed and short cycles were 
found.

6.4. The ques on men oned above is 
appropriate also because there is a specifi c 
quali  of middle waves – they are one or two 
years longer than the  pical wave length for the 
capitalist way of produc on (13 or 14 years, not 
12). It is possibly due to the underdevelopment 
of capitalism in the fi rst half of the 20 th century 
and the monopolis c posi on on the market of 
the combined capitalist – the state, during the 
second half.

6.5. In a previous study, a ques on was raised 
whether there is a possible coincidence of 
phases, or a phase displacement, or reciproci  
of labour price with respect to other indicators. 
The present study started the clarifi ca on of 
this issue21. Unambiguous reciproci  is present 
in both cycles between unskilled labour wage and 
extrac on of coal per capita. In the fi rst cycle, 
there is also reciproci  between the wage and 
food and non-food price indexes. In the second 
cycle, the reciproci  of food and non-food prices 
is slightly displaced towards the price of labour. 
Nonetheless, it is rather reciproci  than phase 
displacement. This clash is due to the fact that 
the labour price cycle is 56 years and the one 
of food and non-food prices is 45. It is obvious 
that the results of this study are suffi  ciently 
persuasive and confi rm the assump on included 
in the previous study that it is more probable to 
expect reciproci  than phase displacement or 
coincidence of phases. There is no doubt about 
the fact that in “socialist” state capitalism 

workers in the phase of depression have 
mechanisms effi  cient enough to maintain high 
level of payment.

6.6. It is necessary to precise that “socialist” 
state capitalism was established in Bulgaria 
soon a er the fourth rising wave had started 
in the world economy22. The rising wave started 
in 1939, and the “socialist” revolu on was in 
1944. Moreover, the “tender” revolu on in 
1989, which ended “socialism”, happened soon 
a er the start of the fi  h rising wave of world 
economy – in 1985. This development is also 
totally in the context of the second empirical 
rule of Kondra ev that rising wave periods 
of longer cycles are more intensive in major 
social cataclysms and of social life disturbances 
(revolu ons, wars, etc) than periods of decline 
of the world economy. 

6.7. How is the cyclical pa ern of the food and 
non-food prices posi oned with respect to: a) the 
cyclical pa ern of other indicators of “socialist” 
state capitalism; b) the cyclical pa ern of world 
economy; c) the stage of state capitalism?

6.7.1. In rela on to unskilled labour wage in the 
fi rst cycle, the waves are mutually reciprocal. In 
the second cycle, a slight phase displacement is 
present as the two dynamics are with diff erent 
cycle length – food and non-food price indexes 
have a cycle length of 45 years, and those of 
wage – 56 years. When food and non-food prices 
are declining, unskilled labour wage is already in 
depression. For the same period, the extrac on 
of coal per capita is rising.

6.7.2. The comparison to the cyclic pa ern of 
world economy demonstrates, fi rst, that the 
length of cycles of the fourth wave and of both 
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long waves of food and non-food prices is almost 
the same – 47 and 45 years, respec vely. They 
coincide not only in their length, but also in their 
phase – the displacement of food and non-food 
prices in the second cycle comes only four years 
later  than world market dynamics.

6.7.3. The length of the second cycle of food 
and non-food prices coincides with the length 
of “socialist” state capitalism in our country. 
It is interes ng, though, that growth started 
together with the so called “socialist” revolu on 
and ended in the mid-‘50s. And the period of 
industrializa on, which ended in the mid-‘70s, 
coincided with the period of decline and depression 
of food and non-food prices. This is  a polyvalent 
result. It can be interpreted diff erently, which is 
the subject of future studies.   

Appendixes

Table 1. Open cycles of food and non-food price 

indexes during the period 1899 – 1989

Period Amplitude
Beginning
(Basis 1895 = 0)

10000 1186932,87 19,8

45 7385,47 2,8

95 5 555,57 -31,7
29 4643,27 -5,0
21 2540,15 7,9
17 1986,16 1,5
13 1597,09 1,2

129 1459,70 15,9
25 1293,50 -3,4

Table 2. Open cycles of coal extraction per capita 

during the period 1896 – 1989

Period Amplitude
Beginning
(Basis 1895 = 0)

10000 76,94 19,8
88 0,69 -20,8
35 0,26 -9,4
25 0,18 -10,2
20 0,12 6,9

143 0,10 -47,8
55 0,07 -0,6
16 0,05 4,3
14 0,06 0,5

Table 3. Open cycles of unskilled labour wage during 

the period 1896 – 1989

Period Amplitude
Beginning
(Basis 1895 = 0)

10000 2731230,41 22,4
108 39055,22 -30,6
56 8675,08 26,0
39 5334,66 8,8
30 4581,83 -3,3

10000 100706,67 17,0
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Figure 1. Segments of the harmonic model
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Figure 2. Dispersion of residuals as a percentage of total dispersion of food and non-food price indexes 

during the period 1899 – 1989
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Figure 4. Open cycles of food and non-food price indexes

Figure 3. Food and non-food price indexes during the period 1899 – 1989
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Figure 5. Kondratiev long waves in extraction of coal per capita, in the indexes of unskilled labour wage and 

in food and non-food price indexes
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